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These documents include cards for playing Time's up with TOEIC vocabulary. Students have to play in teams of two, one has to have the other guess the word on the card, and there's 30 seconds to do it. To make your life easier, our team of expert professors has put together everything you need to
master English vocabulary with your preparation for the toeic exam! Check the other ressources aivailable to make itu prepare toeic. Finger inspection will help you increase mobility. It's a real tool for recrutement! It will also help you integrate well-known English universities around the world (for example at
master level). It's a real reputable test. Check here for general advice on the test or sections: Read speech and listening writing If you want to have more information about the registration process click here. There is no failure at TOEIC, as you will get a rating in any case, but what is a good result? With
the help of the following 14 vocabulary sheets designed specifically to provide you with effective online training, you will be able to understand and master the key points of English vocabulary by allowing you to optimize your results on exam day! Please note that you can take toeic in the city/country of
your choice. You can check out our article on where to take TOEIC in Canada,in Ireland, the UK, Germany, the US, Japan and Korea, and now I am convinced that building TOEIC vocabulary should be 75% of the toeic class. Watch this 12min video or read the article below. As a toeic teacher, what do
you think is more important teaching toeic grammar or teaching TOEIC vocabulary? I'm sure you have an opinion on that. This question has been bothering me for some time especially when I was planning content for larger classes. The one-on-one toeic training was simple because I could pinpoint the
specific weaknesses of an individual student and personalize the course for him or her. I always have results. But over the years, with these large classes, I have found myself shifting content from course to course, trying to find the perfect balance between grammatical examination and building vocabulary
that would bring the desired results for at least most of the class. I asked myself: Did I focus too much on grammar games to fill a 50-hour course? Am I doing a service to students desperate to increase their score by neglecting business vocabulary? So I finally got enough of the scrutiny and my own
research and listened to the advice of toeic experts who confirmed my assumptions and convinced me that vocabulary was vital. My findings I found that in all 200 questions on the complete two-hour exam, 76% of these questions required toeic vocabulary to answer the question correctly and only 24% of
those questions required knowledge of grammar. So that's 152 questions about and only 48 questions that require grammar skills to correctly answer the question. Did that surprise you? Maybe not. This confirmed my suspicions because I knew that the only real grammar issues, pure grammar issues,
were in parts of the V and VI reading sections. So why are so many online training courses avoidING TOEIC vocabulary? I am talking specifically about the official toeic training course offered by the ETS website. I did the whole course thanks to a coupon I found and studied all three modules: high
beginner, intermediate and advanced. I saw, surprisingly, that half of the lessons were devoted to grammatical review, including a full review of verb times. So I thought ETS had to consider grammar as important as vocabulary. Thus, there must be grammatical questions in other parts of the test, not just in
parts V and VI. My research started with practice teststhis book has two official TOEIC full practice tests from 2018. It's rare to find ETS approved tests. Unfortunately, it's in French. I picked up this book containing two updated practice tests from ETS. These are official tests of practice approved by the
ETS. This book happens to be in French which is not a problem for me, but it's basically the only practice tests I could find that are official and up-to-date. I decided to study all 200 questions. And to determine whether I need grammatical knowledge to answer the question correctly or if I need business
vocabulary. Sometimes I noticed I needed a little bit of both. So I kept the result meticulous. How to identify a grammatical question You're probably wondering what I thought was a grammatical question. These questions would have, in four choices of answers, families of words or adjectives and
adjectives and adjectives. Sometimes it would be a question of a verb tense with the same verb tense in question and in the choices of answers. Or maybe there was a choice of prepositions or verb phrases. So that's what I thought of as grammar. Where are the grammatical questionsThere are two parts
of toeic's listening section parts I to IV and reading section parts V to VII. In 100 questions in the listening section I found only 8 questions that tested grammar and they are included in the second part. This is the section where you have to listen to a question or statement, and then choose the best answer.
In the reading section, I found only 39 questions that tested grammar, and they were in sections V and VI: incomplete sentences and incomplete texts. Just like I suspected. I wanted to show you these two examples of how I decided if it was a matter of grammar or vocabulary. These two examples are
from the second part: Q&amp;A. They listen to questions. In the first example, why did you come to the office early today? answer choice A) is correct. That gives a reason because when asked why you came. I grammar. Both Q&amp;A in the choice of answers A) are in the simple past. Thus, the same
verb tense is in question and answer. The verb tense recognition is grammar. The choice of answer B) is currently simple, so it does not work and the answer to choice C) I'm sorry, but I can not we have not made a request in question. So for me it was a purely grammatical question because vocabulary
would not be a problem for most of those taking the tests. In another example, I think it's half grammar and half vocabulary. For grammar How will I know if the base game is canceled? choice of answers A) You can view on the team's website. offers a suggestion on the question, so I consider it grammar.
B and C just don't answer the question. Vocabulary is a little rich in American sports: baseball game, canceled, team website, so I gave him half the grammar of half the vocabulary. Two experts agree that teaching TOEIC vocabulary is vital. The first expert is Grant Trew. He is the author of a book of
tactics for TOEIC published by Oxford University Press. They did an interview to ask him what is the biggest challenge facing toeic test takers when preparing for a test? Vocabulary is a major issue that causes problems for low-level students at TOEIC. They just don't know enough words. Listening to
reading skills and skills, all that stuff, is important, of course. But if I can't understand the keywords in question. If I can't understand the meaning, then they just don't come anywhere from the beginning. So that's certainly the biggest problem. Watch the full interview. Another expert agrees with the full
comments from www.EnglishForums.com where James Karaway gives advice for teaching TOEIC to a new teacher. Our other expert is James Karaway. He is an experienced toeic teacher and answers a question from a new toeic teacher in Englishforums.com. It says eloquently. So his first word of
advice is: During your preparation to listen to focus, focus, focus on actively building student vocabulary. Actively harass your students to keep TOEIC vocabulary and lexicular magazines. I would say vocabulary skills, especially knowing the business context of words and phrases tested on the exam is
about 50% of winning TOEIC by raising candidates score 200 points or so. 25% are specific test preparation skills, and the last 25% is what is generally called language skills or competency skills. For me, that means reviewing grammar. Here's the last word of James Karaway's advice Vocabulary,
vocabulary, vocabulary. Stop and drill, suggests, make word sheets, review, translate. Get a vocabulary that works until your students hate you. He says, You will feel as if you are betraying your honorable profession of language. However, it's TOEIC training, because he says: We just have to get the job
done. I hope you are now convinced that your toeic training course should be 75% vocabulary and 25% grammar. I also have two tips here that I think are important. Two tips for devising a TOEIC TIP 1 course: Make sure your vocabulary games are oral. When a student knows how to say a new word, he
will recognize it when he hears it. TIP 2: All your grammar games must have a TOEIC theme for students to pick up vocabulary while learning grammar. Toeic theme list I found this list of toeic topics within pdf Review the manual for taking toeic listening and reading tests from the ETS TOEIC website. You
can download the manual here. Scroll down to page 3 or read the full booklet. There is a lot of advice for both students and teachers. Every article, video, listening exercise you use in a toeic class should fit one or more of these topics. It's less fun, I know, sticking to a list of topics, but stepping away from
this list for watching lion videos in Africa would be a waste of time. When looking for new content for teaching online, I would suggest typing in the Google Search Bar the name of the topic followed by ESL. This will require articles or videos intended for English language learners. Down here like this.
Download my ready-made TOEIC gamesThere is a link to a list of all my games such as word bonding, predposition, verb phrase all created with these toeic business vocabulary themes. Subscribe to get new toeic games and exam teaching news Why not subscribe to my newsletter if you want to receive
notifications when a new toeic teaching video/blog comes out? Out?
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